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ABSTRACT of water. Some indirect evidence exists for this flow mech-

Improvements have been made to the fracture-flow anism, but to date the evidence is inconclusive. For exam-
model being used in the total-system performance assesse- pie, perched water in the unsaturated zone, possibly im-
ment of a potential high-level radioactive waste repository plying a weak interaction between flow in the matrix and
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The "weeps model" now in- the fractures, has been observed at Yucca Mountain (at
cludes (1) weeps of varied sizes, (2) flow-pattern fluctua- USW UZ-I, t and at USW UZ-142), and approximately 20
tions caused by climate change, and (3) flow-pattern per- km southeast of Yucca Mountain at Skull Mountain.3 Also,at Rainier Mesa, located some 50 km northeast of Yucca
turbations caused by repository heat generation. Compari-
son with the original weeps model indicates that allowing Mountain and composed of tuffaceous units similar to those
weeps of varied sizes substantially reduces the number of underlying Yucca Mountain, perched water and substantialflow has been observed in faults and fractures in the unsat-
weeps and the number of containers contacted by weeps, urated zone. 4
However, flow-pattern perturbations caused by either cli-
mate change or repository heat generation greatly increases The first total-system performance assessement con-
the number of containers contacted by weeps, in prelim- ducted by Sandia National Laboratories for the Yucca
inary total-system calculations, using a phenomenological Mountain Site Characterization Project, TSPA-91, 5 in-
container-failure and radionuclide-release model, the weeps cluded the analysis of two alternative conceptual models of
model predicts that radionuclide releases from a high-level groundwater flow through the unsaturated zone at Yucca
radioactive waste repository at Yucca Mountain will be be- Mountain: slow percolation of water through both the tuff

low the EPA standard specified in 40 CFR 191, but that the matrix and the fractures (the composite-porosity model),
maximum radiation dose to an individual could be signifi- and episodic pulses of water restricted to the fractures (the
cant. Specific data from the site are required to determine original weeps model). Recently, a second TSPA iteration
the validity of the weep-flow mechanism and to better de- was completed, TSPA-93, e and this iteration used an im-
termine the parameters to which the dose calculation is proved version of the weeps model. This paper describes
sensitive, the updated weeps model. It is an expansion of the ideas

BACKGROUND first presented in Gauthier et al. _ A more detailed treatment
of the improvements made to the weeps model is contained

One concern about locating a high-level radioactive in the TSPA-93 report.
waste repository at Yucca Mountain is that groundwa-

ter might not percolate slowly and uniformly through the THE WEEPS MODEL

mountain; rather, it might flow in episodic pulses through Briefly, the weeps model is based on a number of
the fractures. In this conceptual model of groundwater postulates and assumptions, as outlined in Figure 1. In a
flow, Yucca Mountain behaves as a sieve, offering waste given time period, a finite amount of precipitation infiltrates
containers little or no protection from fast moving streams Yucca Mountain. This water flows downward, restricted to

"This work was performedat Sandia National Laboratoriesun- locally saturated zones, or "weeps." The driving force is
der the auspices of the U. S. Departmentof Energy,Office of gravity; capillary forces of the tuff matrix do not influence
Civilian RadioactiveWaste Management,Yucca MountainSite flow, possibly due to fracture coatings, capillary barriers, or
CharacterizationProject,underContractDE.AC04-94AL85000. hysteretic effects. These weeps contact a repository at dis-
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Figure 1. Several postulates and assumptions used to form the basis for the weeps model.

crete points. Degradation of waste containers that leads to filtrating water is divided among them until all the water
aqueous releases of radionuclides can occur only at these is allocated. The weeps are then positioned at random, as-
points, and only during the time period that the flowing suming that they are uniformly distributed within Yucca
weeps contact the containers. Mountain. The probability of a weep intersecting a con-

talner is a function of the geometry of the system. 7 Con-
" No direct observation or quantitative data exists for tainers that are contacted by weeps undergo corrosion, and

weeps at Yucca Mountain. Because of some similarity be- if the duration of contact is sufficient, eventual failure and

tween Yucca Mountain and Rainier Mesa, we assume that release of radionuclides. In the updated weeps model, con-
weep flow is through fractures, at least at the repository tainer failure and waste mobilization are described using
horizon. The presence of through-going fractures, espe- Lawerence Livermore's YMIM source model. 9
cially in nonwelded strata, is not critical to the general
model. Although the weeps model uses th-, physics of flow be-

tween parallel plates to describe flow in fractures, the weeps
Because no data exist to determine how the infiltrat- model is not a process model, per se. The weeps model cal-

ing water is divided to flow into these postulated weeps, culates probabilities, based on the assumption that random
we assume that the weep sizes are directly related to frac- events and situations can control when a weep flows and
ture sizes. Fracture sizes arc parameterized by aperture and for how long. For a total-system calculation, the general
horizontal length. The probability distributions describing physics of unsaturated flow in a fracture network might not
these parameters are derived from site data: bulk perme- be as important as presently unknowable factors--future
ability, fracture frequency, and fracture orientation. Flow weather patterns, future evapotranspiration, future topogra-
through a fracture---i.e., the weep size---is calculated using phy, subsurface heterogeneity, etc. It is planned, however,
Darcy's law enhanced with a non-laminar flow term,s as- to incorporate as much physics as possible in the future
suming that it is similar to flow between parallel plates. The development of the weeps model.
duration of flow in a weep is described by a flow-episode
frequency factor which, by limiting the amount of water As mentioned, in the weeps model no interaction is

passed in each weep, effectively increases the number of presently included between the tuff mau,ix and the waterflow in the fractures. In the composite-porosity model, t°
weeps, the other alternative conceptual model used in TSPA calcu-

In the model, flowing fractures are created and the in- lations, flow is allowed in both the matrix and the fractures



and the flow is completely coupled. Hence, the weeps chosen at randombetween a minimum of 100/zm and a
model is a bound for matrix-fractureinteraction. But the maximumof 260/zm foreach realization,giving a meanof
weeps model is not a boundfor repositoryperformance-- the mean apertureof 180/zm. 180/zm is the mean value
i.e., we cannot say that it representseither a best-case or calculated for the TSw unit; the range of 100 to 260/.Lm
worst-case scenario for releases from the repository. AI- includesthe mean values calculated for most of the other
though it was initially assumed that rapid flow in frac- geologic units.
turesmightdepictthe worst-easescenario thata repository
might experience with respect to groundwaterflow, Gau- Flow.pattern changes caused by enviromnental effects.
thieret al. andTSPA-91 haveshown thatourintuitionwas In TSPA-91, weep flow was held constantfor the 10,000-
faulty. The weeps model is simply a tool for investigat- year duration of a single realization. We assumed that,
ing how a repository might perform if flow is limited to for the next 10,000 years, the infiltrationrate would con-
discrete, locally saturatedzones through Yucca Mountain. tinue as at present,and that there would be ,io significant

changes in climate or topography at Yucca Mountainto
IMPROVEMENTS cause weeps to change location. No data exist conch'n-

Varied weep sizes. A major assumption made in ing changes in flow patterns at Yucca Mountain. The set
TSPA-91 was that weep flow could be characterized us- of flowing fracturesat tunnels in RainierMesa appears to
ing a single size for all the weeps. Thus, during a given be relatively constanton the timescaleof years.4 It is tea.
realization,all containers contacted by weeps were con- sonable to assume, however, that earthquakes,changes in
tatted by the same amountof water for the same duration topography, or changes in climate could change flow pat-
(the entirerl0,000-yearperformanceperiod). This abstrac- terns. The updatedweeps model allows abruptchanges in
tion was based on the parallel-plate-fractureapproximation weep number, size, and location at either arbitrarytimes

or times that coincide with climate changes. For lack ofthat shows flow increasingas a cubic functionof the aper-
ture. Thus,the largest weeps would passa disproportionate data, the new patternis assigned without memory of pre-
amountof water and could be used to characterize the en- viously flowing weeps. In TSPA-93, flow patternchanges
tire*system.(It also allowed a repository-scale sour_ term were allowed only when the climatechanged. The climate
to be used, by simply reducingthe size of the repository was specified to change from a dry climate (intended to
to the numberof containers thatwere contactedby weeps.) representa period between ice ages, such as the present
Results of TSPA-91 provedto be sensitiveto the size of the climate) to a wet climate (intended to represent a pluvial
weeps, however, and indicatedthat the smallerthe weeps, period during an ice agi:) and back within every 100,000-
the larger the numberof weeps, and the greaterthe re- year time period. We assumed that wet climates produce
leases, primarilybecause more containersarecontacted,st more infiltrationthan dry climates: during dry climates,

infiltrationrates averaged 0.5 mm/yr;duringwet climates,In TSPA-93, foreach given realization,the updatedweeps
model producesa flow patternbased on a distributionof 10 ram/yr. (For the weeps model, because of the postulate
weep sizes. Because no data exist concerningweep sizes that flow is gravity-drivendownward,it was assumedthat
at Yucca Mountain, they areassumedto be directlyrelated all infiltratingwater contributed to the groundwaterflux
to fracturesizes, throughthe repository;the fluxes used with the composite-

porosity model were reduced,t°) In order to track these
Weep size based on site fracture data. To determine evolving conditions, the updatedweeps model accounts for

the aperture of a weep in TSPA-91, values were selected each containerindividuallythroughouta _,.,tlization.
from a lognormaldistributionwith a minimum of 10/_m
and a maximum of 1 mm, giving a mean of 214 /_m. Flow.pattern changes caused by repository heat ged-
This distributionwas arbitrary,justified only because it in- eration. Modeling suggests that repository-generatedheat
cluded the values for aperturesof fractures typically seen caninhibitgroundwaterflow in partsof a repository,t3't4In
at Yucca Mountain. The aperturefora weep probablycan- TSPA-91, hydrothermaleffects caused by repository heat
notbe characterizedby observationsof fracture aperture at generationwere modeled by a simple delay time that spec-
a few discrete locations, however. The flow is likely to ified when conditions returned to embient. In TSPA-93,
be constrainedby constrictions that appearsomewhere in thermal effects were parameterizedaccording to the area
the path. For TSPA-93, a method was devised for de- encompassed by the boiling isotherm (to determine the
termining hydraulic aperture based on bulk-permeability containers that are protected from weep flow), and the
measurements,t2 which shouldhave path constrictionsira- volume encompassed by the boiling isotherni (to deter-
plicitly included. From the site dafa, the fracture-aperture mine the amountof water that is displacedby the thermal
distributionsforall geologic unitsexhibiteda coefficientof pulse and can be added to groundwaterflow). The boiling
variationclose to 1, implyingan exponential distribution, isotherm was assumed to correspond to s "dryout zone,"
In TSPA-93, weep apertures were assumed to follow an in which groundwaterflow is inhibited.To incorporatethe
exponentialdistribution.The mean of this distributionwas hydrothermaleffects, the updatedweeps model respondsto
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Figure 2. Probability of a given number of weeps calculated using the original and the updated weeps models. Also included
are results from the updated weeps model with various improvements omitted.

changes in the dryout zone. As the dryout zone expands, models. The calculations by the original weeps model used
weeps that fall within that zone are eliminated. Water dis- the TSPA-91 fracture-aperture distribution and a constant
placed by the dryout zone is added to the infiltrating wa- infiltration rate of 1 ram/yr. The calculations by the up-
ter, and both these sources are used to create weeps that dated model used the TSPA-93 fracture-aperture distribu-
are either directed to parts of the repository that are not tion and included flow pattern changes induced by cliraate-
within the dry-Out zone, or are shed altogether. The weeps change and hydrothermal effects. Separate calculations (not
that had been flowing outside the dryout zone continue un- presented) showed that the difference in number of weeps
abated. As the dryout zone contracts, displacement of water caused by the change in aperture distribution is surprisingly
ceases. The infiltrating water that had been flowing in ar- insignificant, so the difference in the curves is primarily due
eas outside the dryout zone is then redistributed: weeps are to the effect of varied weep sizes and flow-pattern changes.
subtracted from some areas, and created in the areas newly Also, the original-model calculations were time indepen-
unprotected by the contracting dr)out zone. Flow returns to dent (although they were intended to cover 10,000 years),
formerly dry areas of the repository coincident with the col- but, because time is significant wJ,h respect to the discus-
lapse of the dryout zone---i .e., no "extended-dry" period 13 sion Of flow-pattern changes, the updated-model calcula-
is recognized, tions covered 1,000,000 years--encompassing a repository

thermal pulse of several thousand years and approximately
FLOW PREDICTIONS ten dry-climate/wet-climate cycles.

Calculations were performed to investigate the differ-
ences in flow predicted by the original weeps model used The original weeps model shows a _vide spread in the
in TSPA-91 and the updated model used in TSPA-93. To cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the number of
allow comparison with TSPA-91 results, the repository de- weeps generated. The median number of weeps predicted
sign used in the calculations was a 57 kW/acre thermal by the original weeps model is only several thousand, but
loading with thin-wall, vertical-borehole-emplaced, SCP- because the original model restricts weeps to a single size in

a given realization, when a very small aperture is sampled,
type containers,t5 billions of weeps are required to pass all the infiltrating

Figure 2 shows the probability of calculating a given water. The updated weeps model produces a much nar-
number of weeps using the original and updated weeps rower distribution because a few large weeps are almost



Figure 3. Probabilityof a given numberof containers contactedby weeps calculatedby several different versions of the
weeps model. Calculationsused a 57-kW/acrerepositorywith 35,580 verticallyemplaced, SCP-type containers.

always sampledin any given realization;subsequently,the containers,anda median of slightly over 1000.
large weeps pass a disproportionateamountof the inflow,
and less water is available to generate small weeps. The The sensitivity of the results to thermal effects and
median numberof weeps for the updated model it is ap- climatechanges is similar to thatshown in Figure2. With-
prbximately20,000; however,the maximumis on the order out either flow perturbation,the model predicts that very
of 2,000,000. few containers areever cont_.ctedby weeps--typically only

2 contacts are predicted. Inclusion of either thermal ef..
Also included in Figure 2 are results for the updated fects or climate changes increases the number of contacts

model with the flow-patternchangesexcludedandincluded to several hundred. Climatechange increases the number
separately. Without any flow perturbation,the updated of contacts slightly more than thermaleffects; however, as
model predictsthat very few weeps are generated---ame- noted in TSPA-93, contacts when container temperatures
dian of about 300. (This valuecan be consideredwhat the are elevated cause the vast majorityof container failures,
weeps model predictsas most likely for the present situ- and thus, the most significant total.system sensitivity is to
ation, bearing in mind that it is probablyan overestimate thermaleffects.
because of the conservatismsbuilt in the model.) Inclusion
of either repository-thermaleffects or climate changes in- RELEASE PREDICTIONS

creases the numberof weeps by approximatly2 orders of A major purpose of TSPA-93 was to offer pot'for-
magnitude, mance-related guidance to Yucca Mountain Site Char-

Figure 3 shows the probability a given number of actedzation Project (YMP) participants engaged in site-
weep-contactedcontainerscalculatedusing severalversions characterizationand repository-design activities. Fourdif-
of the weeps model. The original weeps model predicts ferentrepository designs were investigated:(1) a base case
that somewhatover 20% of the time no containers arecon- 57-kW/acre repository with thin-wall, vertical-borehole-
tactedby weeps; however, about 5% of the time, all of the emplaced containers (similarto the repository investigated
containers arecontacted. Between these two extremes, the by TSPA-91); (2) a 114-kWlacrerepository with vertical.
CDF is approximatelyloguniform,with a median of about borehole-emplacedcontainers; (3) a 57-kW/acrerepository
20. The updatedweeps model more closely predictsa log- withmulti-purpose,in-drift-emplacedcontainers;and (4) a
normal CDF, with extremesof 100 and 10,000 contacted 1l,t-kW/acre repository within-driftcontainers. ForTSPA-
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Figure 4. Conditional probabilityof exceeding the EPA cumulative-release standardat 10,000 years for four different
repository configurations. Normalized releases calculated for TSPA-91 are also shown. Shaded region indicates the EPA
limits from40 CFR 191.13.

93, emplacementof some defectivecontainerswas assumed within the shaded region). However, the repositorieswith
(twice as many defective vertical-boreholecontainers as containers placed in-driftperformworse than the reposito-
defective in-driftcontainerswere specified, on the premise ties with containers placed in vertical boreholes. A sec-
that thedouble-walledin-driftcontainersaremore reliable.) ondary effect is that the repositories with a high thermal
Calculationsexaminedboth nominal (undisturbed)anddis- loading perform worse than those with a lower thermal
turbed(humanintrusionand volcanic-dike intrusion)con- loading. The emplacementmode causes a differencein per-
ditions. Results werejudged againsttwo performancemea- formancebecause the in-driftcontainersarea biggertarget
sures: the formerlyapplicablecumulative-releasestand_,_ and are more likely to be hit by weeps. The higherthermal
from the U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgencyto to allow loading causes a difference in performance because more
comparison with TSPA-91, and the radiation dose from heat displaces a greatervolume of water, which causes a
drinkingwaterto allow comparisonwith a potential future greater number of weeps, and therefore, a greater hum-
dose regulation, ber of containers contacted by weeps. These cumulative-

The complementarycumulative probabilitydistribu- release results are most sensitive to containercorrosion,the
tions (CCDFs) presented in Figure4 show the performance weep-flow parameters(flux., flow-episode frequency,aper-

ture), and radionuclide adsorption in the saturatedzone.
of the four different potential repositoriesas measured by
the EPA regulation. The probabilitiesareconditional be- The gaseous cumulative releases are also sensitive to thenumberof defective containers.
cause only aqueousreleasescalculated by the weeps model

are included. The gaseous-releases CCDFs are similar. Figure 4 also presents the results from the TSPA-91
(Unlike the composite-porosity model, where normalized
cumulative releases are dominated by gaseous releases,s° weeps-model calculations. The TSPA-91 CCDF shows

greaterspread than the TSPA-93 curves, primarilybecause
normalized gaseous releases predictedby the weeps model of the greater variance in number of weeps and number
areapproximatelythe same orderof magnitudeas aqueous of containers contacted by weeps (Figures 2 and 3). The
releases.) magnitudeof releases is similar,however, for two reasons.

CCDF curvesgenerated forall fourrepository configu- First,despiteapparentlymajordifferen, ,s, thephenomeno-
rations arewithinthe EPAlimits (i.e., noneof the lines fall logical source term9 used in TSPA-93 produced container
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Figure 5. Conditionalprobabilityof an adult achieving a given maximumradiationdose from drinkingwater taken5 km
from a potential repositoryat Yucca Mountain.

failuretimesandrelease ratessimilarto the more subjective to environmentalinfluences or repositoryheat generation.
source term used.in TSPA-91. Second, the weeps model Calculations with the updated weeps model lead to some
contains an inherenttrade-offbetween numberof contain- general conclusionsconcerning the impactof weep flowon
ers contacted by weeps and the amountof watercarriedby a repository. First,when weeps areof variedsize, on aver-
the weeps. When a large numberof containersare hit, as age fewerweeps result,and fewer containers arecontacted
happenedoften in the TSPA-91calculations,the weeps are by weeps at any given time. This situation occurs primar-
typically small, and less waste is dissolved. When only a ily because a set of weep sizes usually includesa few big
few containers arehit' as happenedoften in TSPA-93, the weeps, and big weeps carry a disproportionateamountof
weeps typically carrya largeamountof water,and a large water. Second, when weeps change position in time, more
amountof waste is mobilized, containers are eventuallycontacted by weeps, but on aver-

age fora lesser duration. If the containerlifetime is greater
The predictedmaximumradiation dose fromdrinking than the duration of contact' which could be the case espe-

water over 1,000,000 years for all four analysis cases is cially when containers are relatively cool, then releases do
shown in Figure5. (A curve forTSPA-91 resultsis not in- not occur.
cluded because similardoses were notcalculatedin TSPA-
91.) As with Figure 4, worse performanceis predictedfor Results of TSPA calculationsusing the updatedweeps
large containersanda hot repository. The figureshows that model indicate that performance is enhanced when con-
the mediandose is in the neighborhoodof several millirem tainer cross-sectional area is minimized and, to a lesser
per year;,in the extremecase, dosesexceed several rem per extent' when large-scale perturbationsto the flow sys-
year. The dose calculationsaremost sensitive to the dilu. tem caused by repository heat generation are minimized.
tion in the saturatedzone and the weep-flow parameters. Doses from a repositoryare predictedto be non-negfigible,

although significantly less than those predicted by the
CONCLUSIONS composite-porositymodel,t°

The weeps modelhas beenmodified to betterrepresent Based on these results(and even moreon the resultsof
possible flowconditionsat YuccaMountain.Improvements the composite-porosity model), meetinga dose standardat
includeallowing weeps to be of differentsizes andallowing YuccaMountaincould be more problematicthanmeetinga
their distributionin space to change with time in response cumulativerelease standard. Key performanceissues might
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